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GR CASE NO-2561/2014 

Hemanta Kumar Das 
SDJM(M),Hatsingimari 
 

      IN THE COURT OF SUB- DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M)  

                                AT HATSINGIMARI, DHUBRI 

Reference: G.R. Case No.2561/2014 U/S-447/341/352/324/34, IPC 

       State of Assam  

     Versus 

1. Md. Muzedur Miah 

2. Md. Mukut Miah 

3. Musstt. MuslemaKhatoon 

…… Accused persons 

 

Present: Sri Hemanta Kumar Das, B.A., LL.B., A.J.S. 

For the Prosecution:Mr. A.Rezzak,Ld. APP 

For the Defence:Mr. A.Kuddus, Ld. Advocate 

Evidencerecordedon: 01.09.2015, 02.04.16, 29.06.16, 07.12.16, 

24.03.17,07.12.17 

Argument heard on: 15.02.2018, 23.02.2018 

Judgment delivered on: 06.03.2018 

     

    JUDGMENT 

1.The prosecution case in brief is that on 23.06.2014 the informant 

Musstt. AntemaKhatoonlodged an FIR with Mankachar police 

station stating inter-alia that on 26.05.2014 at about 9.30 A.M. the 

accused persons armed with lathi illegally entered into her land and 

involved into a scuffle with her by resisting her to construct house. 

It is stated that with the intention to kill them the accused persons 

beat her and her nephew namely Md. Momirul Islam on various 

parts of their body with lathi causing injuries. It is alleged that the 

accused persons bite on her hand and also caught hold of her neck 

causing injury and snatched away one silver chain from her neck. It 
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is also alleged that when Musstt. MeeraKhatoon came forward to 

rescue them the accused persons assaulted her with iron rod as a 

result of which she sustained injury on her hand. 

2.On receipt of the said FIR, the O/C Mankachar P.S. registered a 

case as Mankachar P.S. Case No-277/2014 against the accused 

persons U/S 447/341/323/324/307/382/34,IPC. The police started 

investigation into the matter. After completion of the investigation, 

the police submitted charge sheet against the accused persons 

Under Section U/S 447/341/352/34, IPC. 

3.On appearance of the accused persons copies of the relevant 

documents were furnished to them, in accordance with section 207 

of the Cr. P.C.During trial, after perusal of the case records and on 

prima facie materials U/S 447/341/352/34, IPC being found 

against the accused persons, particulars of the said offences are 

explained to them to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to 

be tried. After examining 7(seven) witnesses prosecution evidence 

is closed. But at the stage of recoding of statement of the accused 

persons u/s 313 Cr.P.C., my Ld. Predecessor altered the charge and 

charge was framed afresh u/s 447/341/352/324/34,IPC. 

Accordingly formal charges U/S 447/341/352/324/34, IPC was 

framed against the accused persons, the same is read over and 

explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried. 

 

4.The prosecution in support of its case examined 7 (seven) 

witnessesand exhibited 2 (two) documents. The witnesses have 

been cross examined by the defence. Defense plea is of total 

denial. In their statement recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C., the accused 
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persons denied the allegation brought against them. The defense 

declined to adduce any evidence.  

 

5.I have heard the argument put forwarded by the learned 

counsels of both the sides. During the course of argument, the 

Ld.APP, has submitted that the prosecution in the instant case has 

been successful in bringing the charges against the accused 

persons and hence they should be convicted and punished. On the 

other hand the defence counsel has submitted that the accused 

persons were no way connected with the alleged offence. The 

informant lodged the case against them due to some personal 

grudge. I have also perused the evidence available on record and 

the record of the case and my findings are as follows: 

 

6.The point of determination in the case is- 

 

I. Whether on 26.05.2014 at about 9.30 A.M., the accused 

persons in furtherance of their common intention 

committed criminal trespass by entering into the land of 

the informant namely Musstt. AntemaKhatoon? 

II. Whether on the same day and time, the accused persons 

in furtherance of their common intention wrongfully 

restrained the informant and her family members? 

III. Whether on the same day and time, the accused persons 

in furtherance of their common intention assaulted or 

used criminal force to the informant and her family 

members? 

IV. Whether on the same day and time, the accused persons 

in furtherance of their common intention voluntarily 
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caused hurt to the informant by biting on her hand with 

teeth? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:- 

7. PW1 namely Musstt. AntemaKhatoon, informant of the case, 

in her evidence deposed that on the day of occurrence at about 8/9 

O „Clock in the morning she was bringinglabour for the purpose of 

construction of house. Then,Muslema, Marzina, AktarBanu and 

Anima arrived and they prevented her from constructing the house. 

In spite of their resistant when she continue to construct the house 

accused Muslema called up her sons namely Mukut, Mazedul, 

Muksedul and they all demanded the ownership of said plot of land. 

Thereafter, Muslema, Marzima, AktarBanu and Anima started to 

assault her. She also stated that Muslema gave a bite upon her right 

hand as a result of which she sustained injury. It is stated that at 

the time of occurrence her husband was not present at home. Later 

on her husband came and bring her to police station. 

In the cross-examination PW1 stated that she did not know what is 

written in the FIR. It is stated that Mankachar PS is about 10 

minutes walking distance from her residence. She could not 

remember the date of incident. She denied the suggestions that she 

lodged the case after 27 days of expiryof the date of occurrence. 

She admitted that a civil case is pending between both parties on 

the issue of construction of a house on the disputed land. She 

denied the suggestion that no incident took place as alleged. She 

stated that about 200/300 people gathered at the time of 

occurrence. It is stated that Saiful, Bashu, Azahar, Rupvan, Mizarul, 

Monniruzammal etc. were present at the place of occurrence. She 

admitted that a land dispute is going on between both sides since 
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long. She stated that on the day of occurrence a verbal altercation 

took place between both sides on the issue of construction of house 

on the disputed land. She denied the suggestion that Muslema did 

not bite on her right hand and that‟s why no injury was found at the 

time of medical examination. She stated that she lodged the FIR on 

the very of incident and took medical treatment on the same day. 

She denied the suggestion thatshe lodged this false case due to land 

dispute. 

8. PW2 namely Md. Abul Islam @ Hussain, husband of the 

informant, in his evidence deposed that on the fateful day after 

returning home he saw cut injury upon the right hand of his wife. 

Later on he came to know from his wife that accused Muslema gave 

a bite upon her right hand as a result of which she sustained injury. 

Later on they lodged the case against the accused persons.  

In the cross examination PW2 deposed that he did not witness the 

incident by himself. Headmitted that a partition case is going 

between both sides on the disputed land. He denied the suggestion 

that he deposed falsely. He admitted that a civil case is going on 

between both sides. He stated that his wife lodged the FIR on the 

very day of incident. He denied the suggestion that they lodged the 

FIR after 27 days of expiry of the date of incident. 

9. PW3 namely Musstt. MeeraKhatoon in her evidence deposed 

that occurrence took place one year back at about 9/9.30 A.M. and 

at that time she was at her home. She deposed that on hearing hue 

and cry she came to the place of occurrence and saw that Mazidul, 

Muksedul, Muslema etc. assaulted the informant. She stated that 

when she tried to resist them accused Mazidur gave a strike upon 

her right hand with a “Khanta” as a result of which she sustained 
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injury. Thereafter at 4P.M. they went to police station and police 

took them to hospital for treatment. 

 In the cross-examination PW3 deposed that about 200/300 

people gathered at the place of occurrence but she could not 

identify them. She denied the suggestion that no incident took 

place. She denied the suggestion that accused Mazidul, Muksedul 

and Muslema never assaulted the informant. She denied the 

suggestion that Maziduldid notassault her. She stated that a land 

dispute is going on between both sides.She also denied the 

suggestion that no injury was found upon her at the time of medical 

examination. She stated that the informant lodged the case in the 

afternoon of the very day of incident. 

10. PW4 namely Md. Sadikul Islam deposed that he heard that 

some dispute took place at 9/10 O‟ Clock in the morning. 

In the cross examination PW4 deposed that he has no 

personal knowledge about the occurrence. He did not know 

between whom the dispute took place. 

11. PW5 namely Momirul Islam in his evidence deposed that 

occurrence took place 2 years back at about 9.30/10 A.M. He stated 

that on the fateful day when the informant Musstt. AntemaKhatoon 

supervising the works of the labour at her residence then accused 

Anima, Muslema, AktarBanu and Marzina came and assaulted the 

informant. He stated that when he tried to resist them the accused 

persons also assaulted him. Thereafter his uncle came and took the 

informant to Mankachar Hospital for treatment.  

In the cross-examination PW5 deposed that the accused have also 

filed a case against the complainant side. He denied the suggestion 
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that he stated before the police that he was not present at the place 

of occurrence. He denied the suggestion that he was not present at 

the place of occurrence. He also denied the suggestion that he 

deposed falsely. He stated that many people gathered at the place 

of occurrence. 

12.  PW6, Dr. Sadrul-Ula-Khandakar is the M/O of the instant 

case. He deposed that on 27.05.2014 at Mankachar CHC, he 

examined Musstt. AntemaKhatoon, Md. Momirul Islam and Musstt. 

MeeraKhatoon. On examination he did not find any injury on their 

body.PW6 has exhibited the medical Report as Exhibit.1 and 

identified his signature thereon as Exhibit 1(1). 

 Cross examination PW6 is declined. 

 

13.      PW7, namely Dewan Abdul Mannan is the I/O of the instant 

case. He stated that on 23.06.2014 he was posted as Attach Officer 

at MankacharP.S.. On that day he was handed over the charge to 

investigate into the matter by the O/C, Mankacharon receiving of an 

FIR from the informant namely Musstt. AntemaKhatoon. On being 

handed over the charge to investigate into the matter he started 

investigation and visited the place of occurrence and also 

interrogate the witnesses present.He drew the sketch map after 

observing the place of occurrence and also collected the injury 

report of the victim persons. He stated that the victims of this case 

received their medical treatment of their own. After completion of 

investigation sufficient materials being found against the accused 

persons he submitted the Charge sheet against them. PW6 has 

exhibited the Charge Sheet as Exhibit2 and identified his signature 

asExhibit2 (1). 
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 In the cross examination, the PW6 has stated that occurrence 

took place on 26.05.2014 and FIR was lodged on 23.06.2014.The 

FIR was registered on the same day of receiving. He stated that he 

did not forward the injured persons to Hospital for treatment. He 

denied the suggestion that he had not investigate the case properly. 

 

14.    Let us first decide as to whether on 26.05.2014 at about 

9.30 A.M. the accused persons in furtherance of their common 

intention committed criminal trespass by entering into the land of 

the informant namely Musstt. AntemaKhatoon and voluntarily 

caused hurt to the informant and her family members. From the 

content of the FIR, it appears that the informant alleged that on 

26.05.2014 at about 9.30 A.M. the accused persons armed with 

lathiillegally entered into her land and involved into a scuffle with 

her by resisting her to construct house. It is stated that with the 

intention to kill them the accused persons beat her and her nephew 

namely Md. Momirul Islam on various parts of body with lathi 

causing injuries. It is alleged that the accused persons bite on her 

hand and also caught hold of her neck causing injury and 

subsequently snatched away one silver chain from her neck. It is 

also alleged that when MeeraKhatoon came forward to rescue them 

the accused persons assaulted her with iron rod as a result of which 

she sustained injury on her hand. The Ejahar was filed against seven 

persons alleging to be involved with the alleged offence. Out of 

them only three accused persons namely Md. Muzedur Miah, Md. 

Mukut Miah and Musstt. MuslemaKhatoon are facing trial as the I/O 

filed Charge sheet against them. While deposing as PW1 in the 

Court, the informant Musstt. AntemaKhatoonin corroboration with 

the FIR deposed that on the day of occurrence Muslema, Marzina, 
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AktarBanu and Anima started to assault her. She also stated that 

Muslema gave a bite upon her right hand as a result of which she 

sustained injury.From this version of PW1 it appears that other co 

accused are involved with the alleged offence of assault.Therefore, 

we need corroboration of other independent witnesses in this 

regard. 

 

15. From the appreciation of evidence it appears that while 

deposing as PW1 in the Court, the informant Musstt. 

AntemaKhatoondeposed thaton the day of occurrence she was 

bringing labour for the purpose of constructing house. Then 

Muslema, Marzina, AktarBanu and Anima arrived and they 

prevented her to construct the house. In spite of their resistance 

when the informant continue to construct the house then Muslema 

called up her sons namely Mukut, Muzedur, Muksedul and they 

demanded ownership of the said plot of land. Thereafter, Muslema, 

Marzina, AktarBanu and Anima started to assault her. She also 

stated that Muslema gave a bite upon her right hand as a result of 

which she sustained injury.From the contents of the FIR it appears 

that the informant did not mentioned that at first Muslema, 

Marzina, AktarBanu and Anima arrived and they prevented her to 

construct the house. It is also not mentioned in the FIR that 

thereafterMuslema called up her sons namely Mukut, Muzedur, 

Muksedul and they demanded ownership of the said plot of land. As 

PW1 the informant did not implicate the accused persons namely 

Mukut Miah and Muzedur with the alleged offence of assault.She 

deposed that only Muslema, Marzina, AktarBanu and Anima started 

to assault her and Muslema gave a bite upon her right hand as a 

result of which she sustained injury. But in the FIR the informant 
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alleged that all the FIR named accused persons namelyMuzedur 

Miah, Mukut Miah, MuslemaKhatoon, MarzinaKhatoon, 

MedoKhatoon, Anima Khatoon and AktarBanustarted to beat her 

and her nephew namely Momirulon various parts of their body with 

lathi causing injuries. It is also alleged that accused persons bite on 

her hand and also caught hold of her neck causing injury. But in the 

Court the PW1deposed that only Muslema gave a bite upon her right 

hand as a result of which she sustained injury. PW1 in her evidence 

in chief uttered not a single word that accused persons assaulted 

her nephew namely Momirulwith lathi. She also failed to depose 

that at the relevant time when MeeraKhatoon came forward to 

rescue them the accused persons assaulted her with iron rod as a 

result of which she sustained injury on her 

hand.Furthermore,Marzina, AktarBanu and Anima are not facing 

trial in this case and prosecution did not implead them as accused 

during the trial to the best reason known to them.Moreover, PW1 

uttered not a single word that Momirul Islam and MeeraKhatoon are 

present at the time of occurrence and when they came forward to 

rescue her the accused persons also assaulted them.From the 

version of PW1, it appears that she did not corroborated with the 

allegations made in the FIR.Therefore, it appears that there is 

contradictory statements of the informant in the FIR and in the 

evidence deposed as PW1 in the Court. 

 

16.Coming to the evidence of PW2, Md. Abul Islam @ Hussain, it is 

seen that, his knowledge was derived from someone and the entire 

evidence of PW2 on the point of alleged offence as “Hearsay” and so 

cannot be considered. PW2 is not the eye witness of the incident 

and he did not witness the incident itself. PW4, Md. Sadikul 
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Islamhas no personal knowledge about the occurrence and know 

nothing about the alleged incident. He never deposed what incident 

took place between both parties. PW3, Musstt. MeeraKhatoon in her 

evidence deposed that on hearing hue and cry she came to the place 

of occurrence and saw that Mazidul, Muksedul, Muslema etc. 

assaulted the informant. She stated that when she tried to resist 

them then accused Mazidul gave a strike upon her right hand with a 

“Khanta” as a result of which she sustained injury. But the 

informant as PW1 never corroborated with the evidence of PW3 that 

on the fateful day Mazidul and Muksedul assaulted her.PW1 also not 

corroborated with the evidence of PW3 that Mazidul gave a strike 

upon her right hand with a “Khanta”causing injury. PW5 namely 

Momirul Islam in his evidence deposed that on the fateful day when 

the informant Musstt. AntemaKhatun supervising the works of the 

labour at her residence then accused Anima, Muslema, AktarBanu 

and Marzina came and assaulted the informant. He stated that when 

he tried to resist them the accused persons also assaulted him. But 

the informant Musstt. AntemaKhatoon in her evidence did not 

corroborated with the evidence of PW5 that he was present at the 

place of occurrence and when he tried to resist them the accused 

persons also assaulted him. Both PW3 and PW5 did not supported 

the evidence of PW1/ informant that Muslema gave a bite upon her 

right hand as a result of which she sustained injury.The evidence of 

PW1 is not corroborated with PW3 and PW5 with regard to the fact 

that the accused persons facing the trial have assaulted her causing 

injuries. There are contradictory statement of PW1, PW3 and PW5 

regarding the actual presence of persons at the relevant time 

creates some doubts about the credibility of prosecution story. 
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17.  Moreover, PW1, Musstt. AntemaKhatoon, informant cum 

victim of the case in her FIR alleged that on the day of occurrence 

7(seven) Nos. of FIR named accused persons conjointly beat her 

and her nephew namely Md. Momirul Islam on various parts of their 

body with lathi causing injuries. It is alleged that the accused 

persons bite on her hand and also caught hold of her neck causing 

injury. It is also alleged that when MeeraKhatoon came forward to 

rescue them the accused persons assaulted her with iron rod as a 

result of which she sustained injury on her hand. As PW1, the 

informant deposed that on the day of occurrence Muslema, Marzina, 

AktarBanu and Anima started to assault her and Muslema gave a 

bite upon her right hand as a result of which she sustained injury.  

P.W. 3, Musstt. MeeraKhatoon in her evidence deposed that on 

hearing hue and cry she came to the place of occurrence and saw 

that Mazidul, Muksedul, Muslema etc. assaulted the informant. She 

stated that when she tried to resist them accused Mazidul gave a 

strike upon her right hand with a “Khanta” causing injury. P.W.5, 

Md. Momirul Islam in his evidence deposed that on the fateful day 

accused Anima, Muslema, AktarBanu and Marzina came and 

assaulted the informant and when he tried to resist them the 

accused persons also assaulted him.If we compare the allegations 

of the informant that, 7(seven) Nos. of FIR named accused persons 

with lathi assaulted her and giving cut injury by teeth, to the injury 

report of the victims, we will definitely find a disparity. From the 

medical report (Exhibit.1), it appears that PW6(MO) of the instant 

case at the time of examination of victims did not find any injury on 

their body.PW1 during her cross examination stated that she took 

medical treatment on the very day of incident.It is very much 

unbelievable and highly improbable that, a group of about 7(seven) 
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odd members assaults someone at one time and the victims 

sustained no injury immediately on medical examination. 

Accordingly the alleged injury is not supported by the Medical 

Examination Report of the victims namely Musstt. AntemaKhatoon, 

Md. Momirul Islam and Musstt. MeeraKhatoon.The prosecution has 

totally failed to prove as to whether the informant Musstt. 

AntemaKhatoon sustained any cut injury on her right handcaused 

by biting.Therefore, the statements made by the P.W.1/Informant 

regarding this point whether accused person Musstt. 

MuslemaKhatoon voluntarily caused hurt to her by biting on her 

hand with teeth is not supported by Medical Report. 

 

18.     PW1, informant of the case during cross examination deposed 

that she lodged the FIR on the same day of occurrence. But the I/O 

of the instant case has confirmed that the alleged incident took 

place on 26.05.2014 and FIR was lodged on 23.06.2014 and he 

registered the FIR on the same day of receiving it. He stated that 

FIR was registered on 23.06.2014 and the same was lodged about 

20/25 days later from the date of occurrence. From the case record 

it appears that occurrence took place on 26.05.2014, FIR was 

lodged on 23.06.2014 and the O/C registered the case on 

23.06.2014.However, there was delay of 27 days in lodging of FIR 

and no reasonable explanation was given by the informant for such 

delay. Prosecution has failed to prove this fact that immediately 

after the alleged incident the informant cum victim lodged the 

FIR.In this point, the learned counsel for the accused persons 

submitted that, had the incident, as referred above, taken place, the 

victim would have informed the police about that. In the instant 

case the prosecution fails to satisfactorily explain the delay and 
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there is possibility of embellishment or exaggeration in the 

prosecution version on account of such delay. 

19. From the case record it also appears that it is an admitted 

fact that there is a land dispute between both sides and a civil case 

is pending in this regard.PW1 admitted that the alleged incident 

arose due to construction of house on the disputed plot of land.She 

stated that on the day of occurrence a verbal altercation took place 

between both sides on the issue of construction of house on the 

disputed land.Hence, there is every possibility that the informant to 

harass the accused persons filed this false case due to personal 

grudge to create a pressure on the accused persons. The 

prosecution story found to be unreliable. It is golden principle of 

law that the prosecution side must prove their case beyond all 

reasonable doubt. It needs to be mentioned herein that, in a 

criminal case, the burden of the prosecution is very high and the 

prosecution is required to prove the guilt of the accused person 

beyond all reasonable doubts.  It is also important that, in a criminal 

case, in absence of strong and reliable evidence showing complicity 

of the accused person in commission of the alleged offences, the 

benefit always goes to the accused person.Accordingly, I come to 

this conclusion that, the prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of 

the accused persons beyond all reasonable doubt to the required 

standard of proving its case. 

ORDER 

20.Thus, having appreciated the evidences on record, I have no 

hesitation in holding that the prosecution in the case at hand is 

found unsuccessful in proving the guilt of the accused persons 

beyond all reasonable doubt. Consequently, the accused persons 
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namely Md. Muzedur Miah, Md. Mukut Miah and Musstt. 

MuslemaKhatoonare acquitted of the offences punishable U/S 

447/341/352/324/34,IPC and set at liberty forthwith. Their bail 

bonds and sureties are extended for another six months in view of 

Section 437A Cr. P.C. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this6thday of March, 

2018. 

Typed and corrected by me 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(HEMANTA KUMAR DAS) 

SDJM(M),HATSINGIMARI 
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A P P E N D I X 

 

1. Prosecution Witnesses: 

    PW1- Musstt. AntemaKhatoon 

    PW2- Md. Abul Islam @ Hussain 

    PW3- Musstt. MeeraKhatoon 

    PW4- Md. Sakidul Islam 

    PW5- Md. Momirul Islam 

    PW6-Dr. Sadrul- Ula- Khandakar 

    PW7- Dewan Abdul Mannan 

 

2. Defence Witnesses: - None 

 

3. Prosecution Exhibits: 

 1. Ext.1- Medical Report 

2. Ext.2 – Charge sheet 

 

4. Defence Exhibits: - None 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(HEMANTA KUMAR DAS) 

SDJM(M),HATSINGIMARI 

 


